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MBIE Emergency Debt and the Trojan Horse (Convertible notes) 
The $5m emergency MBIE debt has convertible notes attached to the debt instrument. This debt is convertible into Equity in the NEWCO entity. This is 

highly controversial and political because this convertible note issue has been privately agreed to by the Board of Directors, RAL Trust and MBIE. A, B, and C 

shareholders are completely in the dark regarding the full details of this transaction. Shareholders were preparing to vote to transfer (sell) RAL’s business to 

NEWCO at the SGM called for on the 26th November 2021 without any knowledge that there were convertible notes attached to the MBIE debt, nor had 

they received the terms and conditions for the convertible notes. Shareholders need to understand the following: 

• Do MBIE intend to take over RAL’s business? Or do they intend to sell their convertible notes to a private equity investor?

•
Why were shareholders not advised that the Board were intending to issue convertible notes on the MBIE debt? It is important that shareholders

have a say in this arrangement because the convertible notes issue will affect their future interest in the RAL business should the NEWCO progress

• How many shares does the convertible notes convert to and what % of the shareholding of NEWCO does this equate too?

• What are the dividend rights to the convertible notes shares and will the shares held by the RAL company in NEWCO be on the same terms and

conditions? It is very possible that the shares RAL company holds in NEWCO have zero dividend rights. After all, RAL company cannot distribute

dividends to its shareholders, therefore what would RAL do with its dividends?

We recommend that the Board renegotiates the emergency MBIE debt with MBIE to remove the convertible notes. RAL could agree to repay the 

emergency MBIE debt within three years as a compromise for MBIE forgoing the convertible notes option 

Lastly, it is highly political that MBIE, a government organisation responsible for promoting regional employment, is potentially acting in an unethical 

manner by agreeing to a convertible note issue which would likely lead to the privatisation of RAL. These negotiations have occurred behind the backs of A, 

B, and C shareholders who have foregone dividends for nearly 70 years to ensure the RAL company remains financially viable.  The issue of the convertible 

notes is also likely to be in breach of the RAL constitution. 

We recommend MBIE research into the success rate of Private Enterprise ski operators on Mt Ruapehu and compare how unsuccessful these business 

models have been compared to the RAL which is a community crowed funded and tax exempt business model. We suggest if MBIE wish to promote long 

term and sustainable regional employment, they should strongly rethink their desire to privatise RAL’s successful business model!  

We recommend MBIE remove the convertible note condition from their emergency Turoa debt and make the conditions of the debt on the same terms 

as their $10m Sky Waka debt.  
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